15s Tennis Report

TSC vs. TKS

This week saw TSC play TKS. The C's and D's found the competition a little too tough. In the C's the boys went down 1-5. Aiden performed exceptionally well and managed to win his singles match against a very skilled opponent. Charlie Whatmore had a very tough battle and was unfortunately defeated 14-12 in the tiebreak.

The D's were defeated 0-6. This semester the D's have really struggled to keep up with their competition, on average winning 1 match per tie. However the boys' attitude cannot be faltered as they ALWAYS give 100% every match they play.

The A's and B's showed great improvement in their match play, particularly in the doubles compared to 2 weeks ago. The A's were victorious 6-0. All matches were comfortably won, with the closest result being 6-3. The team displayed great attacking doubles throughout all matches. It is pleasing to see their training being put into practice on match day. The B's also showed improved doubles play. They attacked and played aggressively, which was reflected in their results, with both doubles teams winning relatively comfortably. The B's were very competitive in their tie eventually ending up a 3-3 draw.

Many Thanks,
Dejan Bodrozic
15s Coach